Bus Driver Information

Middle Tennessee STEM EXPO

Middle Tennessee State University
Student Union Building Ballroom
Murfreesboro, TN 37132

Directions and Campus Map to MTSU: [http://www.mtsu.edu/maps/docs/CampusMap.pdf](http://www.mtsu.edu/maps/docs/CampusMap.pdf)

Enter MTSU from Rutherford Blvd (see link above and small image to the right). It is the most efficient entrance to the areas we are using. Follow signs for STEM EXPO parking, etc. once you get to that entrance.

**Bus Unloading:** Buses unload at “MT One Stop” (also labeled SSAC on MTSU map in the link above).

Buses **enter** the MTSU campus at **Rutherford Blvd. entrance** (turning onto MTSU Blvd.). They take the **FIRST LEFT** and then the **first right**. They will pass the softball field on their right, and then **turn right** following the outer path of the MT One Stop parking lot. **Turn left** and then **left again** to the drop off area (marked with red brick pavement) directly in front of MT One Stop.

**NOTE:** If you miss the first LEFT, you will have to go forward, and then 360 degrees around the traffic circle heading back the way you came. Then take the second right and follow the directions above.

**Bus Parking:** Buses continue “circling” out of the MT One Stop parking lot by turning **Left** after dropping off students, then take the **first left**, then **right back** on to the road you came in on. Cross Rutherford Blvd and park the buses in the big open parking lot called the Rutherford Lot (at the red arrow).

**During Event:** Bus drivers can use the MTSU Raider Express to come back over to campus. There are covered bus stops in the Bus Parking area. Note: The Rutherford Lot MTSU bus circles the campus clockwise, so the Student Union will be near the end of the route and it will take a while to make the circle. However, when returning to their bus from the Student Union, the bus drivers can ride the Blue Raider Express back to the Rutherford Parking lot in about 5 minutes.

**Bus Loading:** Students will load at the MT One STOP where they unloaded. Students will return to the One Stop between 12:45 and 1:30 p.m.

**Physical address for the bus drop-off/pick-up point:**
MT One Stop (SSAC): 1860 Blue Raider Drive, Murfreesboro, TN 37132

**Physical address for the STEM EXPO event:**
Student Union Building (STU): 1768 MTSU Boulevard, Murfreesboro, TN 37132